The disclosure provides a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) control device, system and method. The RFID control device includes a base station controller (40). The base station controller (40) includes a base service module (402), a peripheral service module (401) and a control logic module (403), wherein the base service module (402) controls a base service device (50) and reports a control result information; the peripheral service module (401) controls a peripheral equipment (80) and reports a control result information; and the control logic module (403) receives the control result information reported by the base service module (402) and the peripheral service module (401), controls the base service device (50) through the base service module (402) and controls the peripheral equipment (80) through the peripheral service module (401) according to a control logic rule. When a use scene is changed, only the control logic rule of the control logic module (403) needs to be overwritten.
RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION
CONTROL DEVICE, SYSTEM AND METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, and in particular to a RFID control device, system and method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] RFID system is a non-contact automatic identification technology, including an electronic tag and a reader; the RFID technology identifies a target object automatically through a radio frequency signal and acquires related data; and the identification operation needs no manual intervention and is applicable to various severe environments. The RFID technology can identify high-speed moving objects and can identify a plurality of electronic tags simultaneously, with a fast and convenient operation.

[0003] RFID control system generally consists of an electronic tag (radio frequency electronic tag) and a reader. A certain format of electronic data is stored in the electronic tag to serve as the identification information of a to-be-identified object. Generally, the reader sends a command to the electronic tag, the electronic tag transmits the stored identification data back to the reader according to the received command of the reader. This type of communication is implemented in a non-contact mode by utilizing the space coupling of alternating magnetic field or electromagnetic field and by utilizing the modulation and demodulation techniques of radio frequency signal; that is to say, the reader sends an air interface command to the electronic tag and the electronic tag responds to the command of the reader, thereby implementing the communication between the reader and the electronic tag.

[0004] The control rule and program of an existing RFID control system are fixed and cannot be overwritten, which can be applied to one scene only; for example, the control rule order of a certain scene is fixed as: Detecting, Authenticating, LED Displaying and Barrier Opening; then the control rule order cannot be changed to: Detecting, Authenticating, Barrier Opening and LED Displaying. If the control rule order needs to be modified, the code must be overwritten by manufacturers only; so the operation complexity is increased and inflexibility is caused.

[0005] In addition, in the existing RFID control system, several peripheral equipments are generally controlled by a single base station controller; in this way, each base station controller needs to lead out many peripheral interfaces; then, maintenance and moving are very inconvenient.

[0006] Therefore, how to implement, by the RFID control system, the flexible control on peripheral equipment, the reduction of complexity and the applicability to the usage in various scenes is the technical problem needed to be solved in the industry.

SUMMARY

[0007] The main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a RFID control device, system and method, so as to reduce the control complexity of the RFID control device and system and improve the flexibility of the RFID control device and system.

[0008] In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical scheme of the disclosure is realized as follows.

[0009] The disclosure provides a RFID control device, includes a base station controller which is connected with a base service device and peripheral equipment respectively, wherein the base station controller includes:

[0010] a base service module, which is configured to control the base service device and report a control result information;

[0011] a peripheral service module of the base station controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report a control result information;

[0012] a control logic module, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, control the base service device through the base service module and control the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

[0013] The device may further include: a peripheral controller, which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller.

[0014] The peripheral controller may include:

[0015] a peripheral service module of the peripheral controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report the control result information to the control logic module;

[0016] the peripheral service module of the peripheral controller adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module of the base station controller.

[0017] Both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface connected with the peripheral equipment.

[0018] The disclosure provides a RFID control system, includes a base station controller, a base service device and peripheral equipment which are connected with the base station controller, wherein the base station controller includes:

[0019] a base service module, which is configured to control the base service device and report a control result information;

[0020] a peripheral service module of the base station controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report a control result information;

[0021] a control logic module, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, control the base service device through the base service module and control the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

[0022] The system may further include: a peripheral controller, which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller.

[0023] The peripheral controller may include:

[0024] a peripheral service module of the peripheral controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report the control result information to the control logic module;

[0025] the peripheral service module of the peripheral controller adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module of the base station controller.
Both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface which can be connected with the peripheral equipment.

The system may further include: a server, which is configured to start and monitor the base station controller, and receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module.

The base service device may include at least one of a reader, Purchase Security Application Module (PSAM), database and real-time clock.

The disclosure provides a RFID control method, wherein three modules are divided out in a base station controller, namely, a base service module, a peripheral service module, and a control logic module of the base station controller;

wherein the base service module controls a base service device and reports a control result information; the peripheral service module of the base station controller controls a peripheral equipment and reports a control result information; and the control logic module receives the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, controls the base service device through the base service module and controls the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

The method may further include: controlling the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller by a peripheral controller which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively.

A peripheral service module may be configured in the peripheral controller: the method may further include: controlling the peripheral equipment and reporting the control result information to the control logic module by the peripheral service module in the peripheral controller; adopting the same control mode by the peripheral service module of the base station controller and the peripheral service module in the peripheral controller.

Both the base station controller and the peripheral controller may be provided with an equipment interface connected with the peripheral equipment.

With the disclosure, the base station controller is divided into three parts which are independent from each other but are organically connected: when a use scene needs to be changed, only the control logic rule (user code) needs to be overwritten, and the base service module configured to control a base service device and the peripheral service module configured to control a peripheral equipment do not need to change programs; in this way, it is not necessary to overwrite all program codes of the entire controller; therefore, the software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented. Moreover, several peripheral controllers can be added to control the peripheral equipment according to the requirements of actual scenes; since the peripheral controller and the base station controller use one same control mode, the software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented. The disclosure reduces the complexity of the RFID controller and system, improves the flexibility of the RFID controller and system, and is applicable to many scenes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a diagram of one embodiment of the RFID control device of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 shows a diagram of another embodiment of the RFID control device of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 shows a diagram of one embodiment of the peripheral controller of the RFID control device of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 shows a diagram of one embodiment of the RFID control system of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 shows a diagram of another embodiment of the RFID control system of the disclosure; and

FIG. 6 shows a diagram of an application embodiment of the RFID control system of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be understood that the specific embodiments described here are used to illustrate the disclosure only, no to limit the disclosure.

Referring to FIG. 1, one embodiment of the RFID control device of the disclosure is provided, which includes: a base station controller 40, which is connected with a base service device 50 and peripheral equipment 80 respectively, wherein the base service device 50 includes equipments such as a reader and the like; the base station controller 40 includes:

- a base service module 402, which is configured to control the base service device 50 and to report a control result information;
- a peripheral service module 401, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 and to report a control result information;
- a control logic module 403, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module 402 and the peripheral service module 401, control, according to a control logic rule (the control logic rule changes depending on different scenes and can be overwritten), the base service device 50 through the base service module 402 and control the peripheral equipment 80 through the peripheral service module 401.

The reader of the base service device 50 is controlled to read an electronic tag and acquire information; after the base service module 402 receives the information collected by the reader, the control logic module 403 processes the information; then the peripheral service module 401 controls the peripheral equipment 80 according to the processing result of the control logic module 403, wherein the peripheral equipment 80 may include: ground sense coil, latch, lock, LED display and the like.

The RFID control device of the disclosure divides the base station controller 40 into three modules, and the services of all the three modules must be started; when the RFID control device changes a use scene, the control mode (code) of the peripheral service module 401 and the base service module 402 does not need to change, because the control modes of the two modules when controlling different scenes are the same, thus it is only needed to change the control logic rule (program code) of the control logic module 403 according to different application scenes. For example, when the control logic rule used for controlling a vehicle lane is changed to be the control logic rule used for controlling a door way for human walking, the peripheral control order is...
changed, and at this moment only the control logic program needs to be overwritten; in this way, it is not necessary to overwrite all program codes of the entire base station controller, the software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented; therefore, the complexity of the RFID control device of the disclosure is reduced, the flexibility of the RFID control device is improved, and the RFID control device can be applied to many scenes.

[0048] Referring to FIG. 2, the RFID control device can further include: a peripheral controller 60, which is connected with the base station controller 40 and the peripheral equipment 80 respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 using the same mode as that of the base station controller 40. The peripheral controller 60 and the base station controller 40 respectively control the peripheral equipment 80 using one same control mode.

[0049] Referring to FIG. 3, the peripheral controller 60 includes: a peripheral service module 601, which is connected with the control logic module 403 of the base station controller 40 and is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 according to the control logic rule of different scenes and to report a control result information to the control logic module 403 to process, so as to make the control logic module 403 control the peripheral equipment 80 through the peripheral service module 601 according to the control logic rule.

[0050] The peripheral service module 601 adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module 401 of the base station controller 40, wherein the control mode generally does not need to change. The RFID control device only needs to change the control logic rule (program code) of the control logic module 403 according to different application scenes, without writing the control logic rules of the base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60 respectively, thus software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented. Several peripheral controllers 60 which are connected with the base station controller 40 can be set to control the peripheral equipment 80 according to actual application scenes, which avoids that all the controlled peripheral equipment 80 are connected to the base station controller 40. If it is needed to control several peripheral equipments 80, it can be implemented through several peripheral controllers 60, so that the installation and maintenance of the entire system are more convenient and the redundant connection is simplified.

[0051] Both the peripheral service module 401 of the base station controller 40 and the peripheral service module 601 of the peripheral controller 60 are provided with an equipment interface 70 which can be connected with the peripheral equipment 80. Since several peripheral controllers 60 are provided, the equipment interfaces of the base station controller 40 can be reduced correspondingly, and several peripheral equipments 80 are connected to the peripheral controller 60. The equipment interface 70 includes: network port 702, serial port 701 and I/O interface 703, that is, General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) interface. The base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60 implement the connection and control on the peripheral equipment 80 through the above interface.

[0052] Referring to FIG. 4, one embodiment of the RFID control system of the disclosure is provided, which includes a base station controller 40, a base service device 50 and peripheral equipment 80 which are connected with the base station controller 40, wherein the base station controller 40 includes:

- [0053] a base service module 402, which is configured to control the base service device 50 and report a control result information;
- [0054] a peripheral service module 401, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 and report a control result information;
- [0055] a control logic module 403, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module 402 and the peripheral service module 401, control, according to a control logic rule (the control logic rule changes depending on different scenes and can be overwritten), the base service device 50 through the base service module 402 and control the peripheral equipment 80 through the peripheral service module 401.

[0056] The peripheral service module 401 of the base station controller 40 is provided with an equipment interface 70 which can be connected with the peripheral equipment 80, wherein the equipment interface 70 includes: network port 702, serial port 701 and I/O interface 703. The peripheral service module 401 of the base station controller 40 is connected with the controlled peripheral equipment 80 through these interfaces so as to control.

[0057] The RFID control system of the disclosure includes the RFID control device above. When the RFID control system changes a use scene, it is only needed to change the control logic rule (program code) of the control logic module 403, without overwriting the software program of the peripheral service module 401 and the base service module 402 of the base station controller 40; thus the complexity of overwriting the controller is reduced, the flexibility of the controller is improved and the RFID control system can be applied to many scenes.

[0058] Referring to FIG. 5, the RFID control system above further includes: a peripheral controller 60, which is connected with the base station controller 40 and the peripheral equipment 80 respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 using the same mode as that of the base station controller 40.

[0059] The peripheral controller 60 includes: a peripheral service module 601, which is connected with the control logic module 403 of the base station controller 40 and is configured to control the peripheral equipment 80 according to the control logic rule of different scenes and report a control result information to the control logic module 403 to process, so as to make the control logic module 403 control the peripheral equipment 80 through the peripheral service module 601 according to the control logic rule.

[0060] The peripheral service module 601 adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module 401 of the base station controller 40, wherein the control mode generally does not need to change.

[0061] The peripheral service module 601 of the peripheral controller 60 is provided with an equipment interface 70 which can be connected with the peripheral equipment 80, wherein the equipment interface 70 includes: network port 702, serial port 701 and I/O interface 703 and the like. The base service module 402 controls the base service device 50 through the interface operation therein.

[0062] Several peripheral controllers 60 which are connected with the base station controller 40 can be set to control
the peripheral equipment 80 according to actual application scenes, which avoids that all the controlled peripheral equipments 80 are connected to the base station controller 40. If it is needed to control several peripheral equipments 80, it can be implemented through several peripheral controllers 60, so that the installation and maintenance of the entire system are more convenient and the redundant connection is simplified.

[0063] The baser service device 50 includes at least one of a reader 501, Purchase Security Application Module (PSAM) 504, database 502, Real-Time Clock (RTC) 503 and the like.

[0064] The RFID control system above further includes: a server 30, which is configured to start and monitor the base station controller 40, and can receive the control result information reported by the base service module 402 and the peripheral service module 401, so as to be more convenient to monitor. The server 30 includes a Personal Computer (PC) interface, which is convenient for a user to monitor and operate.

[0065] A specific scene application embodiment of the lane control of the RFID control system of the disclosure can be referred to FIG. 4, FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, wherein a base station controller 40, two peripheral controllers 60 and a reader 501 are provided. Each peripheral controller 60 controls a lane, an antenna of the reader 501 corresponds to a lane.

[0066] The peripheral equipment 80 of the base station controller 40 can be a ground sense coil, a barrier, a LED display apparatus, an IP camera and the like, which are connected with the above equipment interface 70 respectively. In addition, the base station controller 40 is connected with the reader 501 through the network port 702; there is a database 502, a PSAM module 504, a RTC 503 and the like in the base station controller 40. Supposing a certain type of vehicles is allowed to pass only, generally an electronic tag is provided on the vehicle. Firstly, the base station controller 40 initiates a Detect operation to the reader 501 through the network port 702, and the reader 501 reports an operation result to the base station controller 40; then, the base station controller 40 queries through the database 502 whether the detected vehicle is allowed to pass; after authentication, if the vehicle is allowed to pass, the LED is controlled to display a Pass information and the barrier is opened; if the vehicle is not allowed to pass, the LED is controlled to display a Pass Forbidden information and the barrier is closed. In this scene, the software codes used by the base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60 can be written according to the following processes:

[0067] Step (1): detecting ground sense interruption by the reader 501 continuously;

[0068] Step (2): the ground sense interruption would be received when a vehicle arrives, detecting the electronic tag; if an electronic tag is detected, entering Step (3); otherwise, entering Step (4);

[0069] Step (3): accessing the database 502; authenticating, and judging whether the vehicle is legal; if the vehicle is legal, entering Step (5); otherwise, entering Step (4);

[0070] Step (4): displaying a Pass Forbidden information through a LED, which prompts that the vehicle is illegal and should bypass; then entering Step (1);

[0071] Step (5): displaying a Pass information through a LED; opening the barrier; entering Step (6);

[0072] Step (6): when the vehicle pulls out, triggering interruption by the ground sense coil; entering Step (7); otherwise, staying at Step (6);

[0073] Step (7): displaying a Pull Out information through a LED; closing the barrier; entering Step (8);

[0074] Step (8): querying the state of the barrier continuously until the barrier is completely closed; entering Step (1).

[0075] The above steps are the specific implementation of the control logic codes written through the interface function provided by the base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60. The detection of ground sense interruption mentioned in Step (1) and Step (6) is implemented by reading a ground sense interruption interface function; the detecting operation of the electronic tag in Step (2) is implemented through the detection interface function of the reader 501; the access to the database 502 in Step (3) is implemented through an operation function interface of the database; the LED display in Step (4), Step (5) and Step (7) is implemented by calling the interface function of the serial port 701; the barrier operation in Step (5), Step (7) and Step (8) is implemented through a GPIO interface function.

[0076] A specific scene application embodiment of the access control management of the RFID control system of the disclosure also can be referred to FIG. 4, FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, wherein a base station controller 40, two peripheral controllers 60, and two readers 501 (only one reader is shown in the figures) are provided. One peripheral controller 60 and one reader 501 control a door.

[0077] The peripheral equipment 80 includes a ground sense coil, a lock, a LED display apparatus and the like, which are connected with the above equipment interface 70 respectively, with the purpose of allowing persons satisfying conditions to pass and forbidding other persons to pass. In this scene, the software codes used by the base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60 can be written according to the following processes:

[0078] Step (1): detecting ground sense interruption by the reader 501 continuously;

[0079] Step (2): the ground sense interruption would be received when a person arrives, detecting the electronic tag; if an electronic tag is detected, entering Step (3); otherwise, entering Step (4);

[0080] Step (3): accessing the database 502; authenticating, and judging whether the person is a staff of the company; if the person is a staff of the company, entering Step (5); otherwise, entering Step (4);

[0081] Step (4): displaying a Pass Forbidden information through a LED; entering Step (1);

[0082] Step (5): writing the current time into a user electronic tag; entering Step (6);

[0083] Step (6): displaying a Pass information through LED; opening the latch; entering Step (7);

[0084] Step (7): when the person leaves, triggering the ground sense interruption; entering Step (8); otherwise, staying at Step (7);

[0085] Step (8): displaying a Leave information through LED; closing the latch; entering Step (9);

[0086] Step (9): querying the state of the barrier continuously until the barrier is completely closed; entering Step (1).

[0087] The above steps are the specific implementation of the control logic codes written through the interface function provided by the base station controller 40 and the peripheral controller 60. The detection of ground sense interruption in Step (1) and Step (7) is implemented by reading a ground sense interruption interface function; the detection and writing operations of the reader 501 in Step (2) and Step (5) are implemented through the interface function of the reader 501; the access to the database 502 in Step (3) is implemented through an operation function interface of the database 502;
the LED display in Step (4), Step (6) and Step (8) is implemented by calling the interface function of the serial port 701; the barrier operation in Step (6), Step (8) and Step (9) is implemented through a GPIO interface function.

[0088] In conjunction with each embodiment above, it can be seen that the operation idea that can be implemented by the RFID control device and system is:

[0089] Three modules are divided out in the base station controller, namely, the base service module, the peripheral service module and the control logic module, wherein the base service module controls the base service device and reports a control result information; the peripheral service module controls peripheral equipment and reports a control result information; and the control logic module receives the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, controls the base service device through the base service module and controls the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

[0090] Thus, it can be seen that in the disclosure the base station controller is divided into three parts which are independent from each other but are organically connected; when a use scene needs to be changed, only the control logic rule (user code) needs to be overwritten, and the base service module configured to control the base service device and the peripheral service module configured to control the peripheral equipment do not need to change programs; in this way, it is not necessary to overwrite all program codes of the entire controller; therefore, the software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented. Moreover, several peripheral controllers can be added to control the peripheral equipment according to the requirements of actual scenes; since the peripheral controller and the base station controller use one same control mode, the software complexity is reduced and the software is convenient to be implemented. The disclosure reduces the complexity of the RFID controller and system, improves the flexibility of the RFID controller and system, and can be applied to many scenes.

[0091] The above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the patent scope of the disclosure. Any equivalent structures or equivalent flow modifications made according to the description and the accompanying drawings of the disclosure, or any equivalent structures or equivalent flow modifications applied in other relevant technical fields directly or indirectly are deemed to be included in the patent protection scope of the disclosure.

1. A Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) control device, comprising a base station controller which is connected with a base service device and peripheral equipment respectively, wherein the base station controller comprises:
   - a base service module, which is configured to control the base service device and report a control result information;
   - a peripheral service module of the base station controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report a control result information;
   - a control logic module, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, control the base service device through the base service module and control the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

2. The device according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - a peripheral controller, which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller.

3. The device according to claim 2, wherein the peripheral controller comprises:
   - a peripheral service module of the peripheral controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report the control result information to the control logic module;
   - the peripheral service module of the peripheral controller adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module of the base station controller.

4. The device according to claim 2, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface connected with the peripheral equipment.

5. A RFID control system, comprising a base station controller, a base service device and peripheral equipment which are connected with the base station controller, wherein the base station controller comprises:
   - a base service module, which is configured to control the base service device and report a control result information;
   - a peripheral service module of the base station controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report a control result information;
   - a control logic module, which is configured to receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, control the base service device through the base service module and control the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

6. The system according to claim 5, further comprising:
   - a peripheral controller, which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively, and is configured to control the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the peripheral controller comprises:
   - a peripheral service module of the peripheral controller, which is configured to control the peripheral equipment and report the control result information to the control logic module;
   - the peripheral service module of the peripheral controller adopts the same control mode as that of the peripheral service module of the base station controller.

8. The system according to claim 6, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface which can be connected with the peripheral equipment.

9. The system according to claim 6, further comprising:
   - a server, which is configured to start and monitor the base station controller, and receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module.

10. The system according to claim 6, wherein the base service device comprises at least one of a reader, Purchase Security Application Module (PSAM), database and real-time clock.
11. A RFID control method, wherein three modules are divided out in a base station controller, namely, a base service module, a peripheral service module and a control logic module of the base station controller,

wherein the base service module controls a base service device and reports a control result information; the peripheral service module of the base station controller controls a peripheral equipment and reports a control result information; and the control logic module receives the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module, controls the base service device through the base service module and controls the peripheral equipment through the peripheral service module according to a control logic rule.

12. The method according to claim 11, further comprising: controlling the peripheral equipment using the same mode as that of the base station controller by a peripheral controller which is connected with the base station controller and the peripheral equipment respectively.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein a peripheral service module is configured in the peripheral controller; the method further comprises:

controlling the peripheral equipment and reporting the control result information to the control logic module by the peripheral service module in the peripheral controller;

adopting the same control mode by the peripheral service module of the base station controller and the peripheral service module in the peripheral controller.

14. The method according to claim 12, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface connected with the peripheral equipment.

15. The device according to claim 3, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface which can be connected with the peripheral equipment.

16. The system according to claim 7, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface which can be connected with the peripheral equipment.

17. The system according to claim 7, further comprising: a server, which is configured to start and monitor the base station controller, and receive the control result information reported by the base service module and the peripheral service module.

18. The system according to claim 7, wherein the base service device comprises at least one of a reader, Purchase Security Application Module (PSAM), database and real-time clock.

19. The method according to claim 13, wherein both the base station controller and the peripheral controller are provided with an equipment interface connected with the peripheral equipment.